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Worcester Polytechnic Institute 
Digital Curation Lifecyle@WPI 
• Digital Capture 
 
─Born Analog 
 Digitization on Demand 
 Retrospective Digitization 
 
─Born Digital  
 Creator- or Publisher-driven 
 Active scholarship 
 New media products 
 Research 
 
• eRecords Transfer 
─Format challenges 
─Format agnostic challenges 
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• Manage 
─Digital Commons & DigiTool 
─Locally developed platforms 
 
• Store 
─WPI Disk Storage 
─Bepress servers 
─WPI web servers 
 
• Mitigate 
─Metadata and Distributed 
Redundancy 
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• SEO and Metadata 
 
• Intuitive interfaces 
Creative Commons Licenses 
 
• “Streaming” media 
─FlipCreator 
─YouTube 
 
• Feeds and Follows 
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Digital Curation Lifecyle@WPI 
• Active scholarship 
─Projects 
 Oral Histories 
 Video Presentations 
 Websites 
 Blogs 
 Google Everything… 
─Journals and Articles 
─Campus Events 
 
• New media products 
─Marketing & Communications 
 Web products and Publications 
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Building Blocks of Digital WPI 
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Worcester Polytechnic Institute 
Builders of Digital WPI 
• Gordon Library 
─ Archives and Special Collections 
─ Research and Instructions 
─ Technology and e-Resources Management 
─ Collections Management 
• Information Technology 
• Academic Technology Center 
• Marketing and Communications 
• Faculty and Students 
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DigitalCommons@WPI 
─Self-submission 
─Batch uploads and 
revisions 
─Role-based 
distributed 
management 
─Access controls 
─ Follows and feeds 
─ External linkages 
─Analytics and reports 
─Redundancy 
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DigitalCommons@WPI 
http://digitalcommons.wpi.edu 
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Digital Scholarship@WPI 
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Faculty Focus 
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Disciplines and Openness 
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Journals and Publications 
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Historical Images 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute 
Newspapers and Yearbooks 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute 
Histories and Scrapbooks 
 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute 
Crowding Out WPI Digital 
Engage WPI community in 
developing Digital WPI 
 
• Establish a steering 
committee 
• Work with creators to collect 
new scholarship and history 
• Leverage alumni 
• Support connections to 
curriculum  
• Utilize interactive platforms 
and social media 
• Ensure digital collections  
are sustainable 
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Expanding Content Opportunities? 
• ETDs? 
• IQPs and MQPs” 
• Journals? 
• Media? 
• Conferences and events? 
• Records and reports? 
• Research data 
connections? 
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Worcester Polytechnic Institute 
Expanding Platforms and Tools? 
• Increase capture 
capacity? 
• Deploy an exhibit building 
platform? 
• Play games? 
• Consolidate existing 
platforms? 
 
 
• Recognize impacts on 
infrastructure and 
lifecycle… 
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